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1 
THE LIBRARY 

O-iRIS TCHURCH, N,Z. 

Every 01a35ro02 teacher is faced with t 

t~s~ of ~ttempti~s to assa8~ the abili of' t118 

achie70~ents fall short of wh~t is ccnsidered 

as Stanford-Binet or 

ed to a whole clsss at aDa time. 

g.i~a(1ing of pur-fls into bri{fht) D,ver'J,ge cmd dull 

s~re:aE1E:\j guidance in ths clinic.':o"l situati811 'lnd 

The question ~ri8es as to whether a verbal 

Both are iD~ortsnt, but in the pre2Ent case the nOD-

verbal test was chosen first because of 

(b) interest in the problem of cross-cultur

'J,l te:3ting 1 as 'f:itb Maori children an.1 t ;3E' of othl;')r 

minority ~;ronps fonnd in Neyr Zsalanc1, 
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the fsot that verbal tests tb.o 38 

testoes w~o are verbaJly facile but with li~tle 

os ity for logical thought 

(el) the fact that a non-verbal test gives a 

To date, none of the tests of general ability 

c;)"Elllionly US-3d in "iTew Ze.3,lcl,.r:.d have proved s8,tlsfactory 

from the point of view either of classification or 

pre~i~tiGn of future achievement. 

its several levels. This test is somewhat out-of-

date i hD.ving b::::en (ls'ileloped out of the M:lericC",n A.:cmy 

Alpha Test of 1917. Psychological theory and 

practice hve changed a great elea] since then, as has 

our ~NS,y of 1 if'e . Al though new Z88,land norms D,re 

av.<;!,ilEI,ble, they 8,re now considered to be out-of~clat8. 

simpl ifie(l inte2pre te;tiol'ls of score S ob Gai':lec1 fr(HIl 

this tec::t: ThE:; El,b i ties of pupils \'ihof,e irl.terests 

8.ncl talents tend to be IIbookish" might be v!.rongl;y 

only to bring p~~ycholc,sj.cal testing into c1is.rel)ute 

in the pu.t=ilic mind. Yet, as :~:houb3L1ith (2"1) 

able. 

ACETI tests, though useful for their pur-

poses, suffer frem the lack of New Zealand norms. 

AnoLher test avail~ble is Primary Mental 

Abilitis2, originally developed through ~actor 

covering ages from 5 to 17 years. HO'N;~ver 1 



." ' In:j,(!8qll<:LGe 

(b) type of nonns and interpretive prooe~~res, 

(0) excessive dspenden88 on srced, 

(el) over-stated and spurious reliability cc-

CE'Lrl jt1.stifi::"bly IJe .'J.p,-l:Lec' to Ne1<'[ Zeal.'J,nc1 children. 

Although the test W<:V'j ~;t·=Lndarc3i::;ed fc,r:=;,ges 11 to 17 

twin£: s sample 7) 000 child-, 

ren in tte Auc~land ~r0vi~ce, this 

t is tc say, with t T~lEtj ol~i t~l of 

prir.'l':l.ry sohool d~ildren. Once again, the test is 

The ~aven Pro eSSJ.V2 liatricas Test w~s 

( .. , \ . ,-=~, / its originator ~la ~ it to be free of 

be a useful test, 

'+ + l 'J vO 

in the University of Canterbury soheme of 

c1.J"\Tel0l=·i11i t8~3t~J 
.D J.or the v~ri0u8 levels of 

.A.n E j i;V,;~S 
Jj 

priQsry school, wit~ children aced frOM 7 to 11+ 

years, an are~ where u8?ful ~roup testa are not 
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qu~ntitative, datersinin~ ca~acitYI skills or kr0~-

I:? 

neasure irlividu~l differe~Ge~9 O~3 of the first 

prDtle~3 0hiah lsJ to the developmant of Dsychological 

te8ts was the identifi 

D~jO~ fields of test~ 

beEt ~rit8rion of d16-

ity, a conclusion still in evidence in modern verbal 

int _li£en28 te?ts. 

tl1El~.n "~ii th 11:1d1 vi~111.:=tl dlf:f\?t'enc23. 

that sensitivity 



normal and subnormal children in l'aris schools. 

This individual test, after translation and adaptation, 

is still in use today. The tests of the Scale 

were designed with emlJtlasis upon jud,~ement, corilpre

hension and reasoning, these being what Binet 

believed to be the main components of intelligence. 

As it is obvious that the form which an 

ifintelligence test" takes will clepend upon '0ihat its 

corupiler cons iders to be II intell icence lt tit would be 

as well at this point to consider some of the 

definitions of intelligence, of which there appear 

to be as many as there are workers in this field, 

Sherman (19) opens his discuss iOl1 on 

lllrhe Nature of Intelligence ll thus: 

liThe term 'intelligence' acquired scientific 

meaning only after many years of ambiguous popular 

US9..ge. The many conflicting interpretations of 

intelligence hindered the scientific work in this 

field for a long time. The specific use of the 

concept of intelligence probably developecl as a 

result of the first tests constructed by Binet and 

Simon. Although a number of psychologists had 

previously made attempts to meaSl,U'e intelligence, 

native mental ability, performance and achievement 
V'fere for the first time systematic.'J,lly separated. 11 

Sherman goes on to quote many vvell-known 

workers in the testing field, such as V/illiam Stern, 

who defined intelligence as lIa general capacity of an 

individual consciously to adjust his thinking to new 

requirements: it is general mental adaptability to 

new problems and conditie>l1s of life. H 
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1. VI. Terman stated thEtt ability to think in 

terms of abstract ideas defines the degree of an 

individual's intelligence, while E. 1, Thorndike 

considered general intelligence to be divisible into 

a number of components, which manifested themselves in 

a capacity to adjust to abstractions, to social 

relationships, and to mechanical or objective problems. 

Charles SpearnEcn, of whom more will be 

wri tten later, Stuns up the problem in his 1aws of 

Noegenesis (23). All knowing, he states, originates 

in three fundamental classe s: 

1. The apprehension of one's own experience; 

2. The 8duction of relations; 

3. The eduction of correlates. 
flfl'hese, It he states dogmatically, "malw up all. 

the cognition (other than purely reproductive) of which 

the human mind is ever in any circumstance capable.!! 

In seeking a definition of what constitutes 

the core of ~ntellectual activity Sherman cOllclude[-J 

that performance on a given task is only the manifest-

ation. of a more basic process. An accurate measure 

of a person's intelligence is possible only v11'1en his 

capacity to form and express concepts (abstract think

ing) can be estimated. This activity involves 

recognition of the meaning of sl=:ecific objects or 

elements in a situation as they symbolize other 

objects or situations. Generalizations make 

adjustments to new conditions possible without trial 

and er1'or. Memory, judgement and reasoning, 

elements of the conceptual process, can be measured 

with some accuracy. 



Conceptual mental activity thus represents 

the final phase cf the development of intelligence. 

Its uutward manifestations appear in the development 

of speech and language, El,nd through t_'ese concept 

formation can be observed and its development 

followed. 

yiri ting in a similar vein on IlLe Probleme 
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des Qualites de l'intelligence il
, but giving b, somewhat 

different point of view, Meili (10) says that what we 

call intell igence 113 known to us by its outward 

manii'estatiolLs, which are adaptations to new situations, 

but these do not reveal its true natu.re. In seeking 

to know the properties of intelligence we are not look-

ing at some clearly delimited object. We can but 

divide up tllese intellectual acts and try to define the 

factors which constitute them. 

This is the task which was attempted by the 

Factor Analysts, led by Spearman, who used st.':1tistical 

methods to isolate the factors of intelligence. 

Spearman's Two-Factor 'llheory (23), of 

which more wilL be written later, postulated two 

factors - a General factor (g) which is a fundamental 

function common to apparently dissirnilar intellectual 

acti vi ties, and numerous specific factors (s) vvhich 

are distinctly different from each other and vary from 

test to test. 

Spearman's theory has been much criticised, 

no tably by G. H. Thomson ancl L. L. (llhurstone. 

After :L'actor-analysing a battery of fif'ty

six tests 'llhurstone concluded that there was no general 

factor, but postulated nine primary factors, llaaed 



spatial, perceptual, numerical, verbal relations, 
verbal fluency, memory, induction, restrictive reason

ing, inductive reasoning. 
1'hese two views have been the centre of 

controversy ever since. Freeman (19) criticises 

both, thus: tilt is hard to see that it makes any 

difference whether memory, language, etc. are called 
faculties or primary abilities e •••••••• It is hard 
to conceive a form of brain structure that would ex

plain native individual differences in abilities like 
the ones named. They could be more easily explain-
ed as organized habits or modes of behaviour,1I 

Other workers have built on the fOWldation 
of these earlier theories. 

Writing in.1946 H. E. Garrett (5) said 
that in defining intelligence we must discard omnibus 

defini tions that are too broad to be vvrong and too 
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vague to be useful. "Intelligence includes at least 

the abilities demanded in the solution of problems 

which re quire the comprehension and use of syro.bols, 

i.e. words ,m.mlbers , diagrams, equations, formulas, 

which represent ideas and relationships ranging from 

the fairly simple to the very complex." This is 

symbol or abstract intelligence, and is essentially 

what Spearman meant by the eduction of relations and 

correlates. It also comes very close to what 
Terman and 'rhorndike llad to say. 

Garrett reminds us that intelligence is an 
adverb, not a noun. 

doing. 
That is to say, learning is 

What is new here is his hypothesis that 
abstract or symbol intelligence changes in its 



organization vIi th increasing maturity 1 from a fairly 
unified and general ability to a loosely organized 

group of abil i ties or factors. If this is so, the 

measurement of intelligence must perforce change in its 

methods and objectives with increase in age. 

In ten years' research at Columbia University 

on children of school age Garrett found that the size 

of the correlation betvveen verbal, numerical and 

spatial factors decreased froEl the age of eight to 

eighteen. 
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Garrett's Developmental Theory of Intelligence 

would seem to effect a rapprochement between the Spear
man General Factor and the Group :B'actor theories. 

It also seems likely that the JlgH factor 

which appears strongly at the elementary school level 

is largely verbal or li~guistic in nature. Those 
·who read well do their other work well, as may be 

readily observed in the classroom, though there are 
often exceptions. 

David Wechsler's essay (25) IlCognitive, 

Conative and Non-Intellective Intelligence H appeared 
in 1950. 

Wechsler states that general intelligence 
cannot be equated with intellectual ability however 

broadly defined, but must be regarded as a manifest-
ation of the personality as a whole. This view 
is at least as old as Henri Bergson, who pointed out 

the insufficiencies of' the hUIJlan intellect, or 

normative logic, in dealing effectively with man's 
total environment. 

The clinical psychologist gives tests, 
consisting of simple tasks, and from the results 



presumes to predict scholastic or vocational success. 

Wechsler doubts whether this is justifiable. 

Crucial instances occur when of t1tVO persons scoring 

identical I(~s one is rated defective and the other 
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not. We are reminded again of Thorndike's hypothesis 

that there are three kinds of intelligence, abstract, 

social and practical, dealing with, respectively, 

symbols, people and objects, whereas most intelligence 

tests measure only the abstract kind. 

Wechsler notes that Doll's Vineland Social 

Maturity Scale correlates fairly well with tests of 

intelligence and with criteria of social adjustment. 

He deplores the fact that practical intell

igence, as measured by performance tests, is usually 

regarded ad a special aptitude, and quotes \I. P. 

Alexander as saying that tla perfect performance battery 

would be a better measure of g than a perfect verbal 

batteryii (a reliability coefficient of '81 compared 

wi th ·60). 

Wechsler supports the findings from factor 

analysis. He defines a factor as an identifiable 

indepenclent variable Which accounts for a certain 

port-ion of the total te,3t variance in a correlational 

matrix. But the variance accounted for is selclom 

more than 60 per cent. The rest is made up of the 

personality components of general intelligence. 

Several workers have postulated factors such as 

conscientiousness or purposeful consistency to make 

up the difference. 

<Nechsler concludes that personal i ty traits 

enter into the effectiveness of intelligent behaviotu', 



and into any global concept of intelligence itself. 

General intelligence is the function of the personality 

as a whole, so that scores obtained from any tests must 

be exami.ned in the light of all other inforEl.ation that 

can be obtained about the testee. 

One of those who hold to a concept of 

Biological Intelligence isN. C. Halstead (7). 

He recalls that Binet distinguished between intellect-

ual activity and intellectual leve~. tiThe faculty 

of adapting oneself is the property of the intelligence, 

and the power of adapting is the measureoof it.1I 

But, says Halstead, the Binet scale probauly measures 

activity more than level, a distinction overlooked tcdaYQ 

Halstead inve3tigated the behavioural effects 

of surgical lesions in the frontal lobes of man and 

ani'mals, and found that the compo"J:1ents of biological 

intelligence were four factors which held across 

differences of m;ll ture and age, from twelve to seventy

five years. 

!tAU factor was identified in grouping 

behaviour, in the Category frest. It is the capacity 

for abstracting Wliversals or rational concepts. 

P is a cerebral power factor, identified in 
the flickering light test. 

D or directie·nal factor was identified in the 

study of aphasias. 

0, the organised experience of the individual, 

is the memory factor in intelligence. 

Halstead hopes that biological inteliigence 

will prove to be an operational concept with scientific 

generality. 

From R. B. Cattell (2) we have the concept 



of Fluid and Crystallized Intell igence. Vlri ting 

in 1957 he said, liThe theory of 'fluid' and 

, crystall ized I general ability ,"'1a3 proposed in 1940 

to account for a wide range of evidence suggesting two 

distinct, but very similar manifestations of general 

intelligence. 

lIFluid ability (gf) is a general relatioll

perceiving capacity which operates in all fields 

where acquired skills are not differentiating. 

llCrystallized ability (gc) •...... is a 

sum of' particular relation-perceiving skills acquired 
in SlJecific fields. 11 

On the basis of this theory Cattell, 

"follovving earlier leads by Line and Raven, set out to 

devise a series of Culture ]Iree Intelligence Scales. 11 

He used 1. Series, 2. Classification, 

3. Matrices, as in Figure 1. 

Figure -1. 

r l 
i 
I 
L -l 

The dotted SCll:1are is to be completed by 
choosing from six alternatives. These bear obvious 



re semblance s to Raven's IO.8,trice s, and are II perce})tual 

relations in nonpictorial, sensory impressic,ns Hhich 

are nevertheless part of universal sensory experience 

and abstraction. 11 

The three scales extend from age four years 

to superior adul t. 
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Cattell claims they have met two experi
mental checks: 1. proof that they measure intelligence 

at least as well as traditional tests, and 

2. proof that they are more free of cultural 

influence than older intelligence tests. 

Some cultural effect remains, unless norms 
are based on an absence of time limit. 

The theoretical value of theEJe tests lies 

in developing knovrledge of gf and gc difference and 

its predictive value for personality. 
rrheir practical value lies in better under-

. standing of future performance wherever past social 

background and opportunity are very different (e,g. in 

scho ols, industry, immigrant groups) than older verbal 

and pictorial tests can offer. 

This feature, hoped for in matrices tests, 

vvas very much in mind in planning the present study. 

J. P. Guilford (6) has in his Three }l'ace s 

of Intelle ct (1959) po stulated a complex, three

dimensional construct to explain the structure of 

intellect through operations, contents, and their 

pro dv.cts. 

Some imIJI ica tions are, firstly for 

psychological theory: tlAlthough factor analysis 

as generally employed is best designed to L: . .vestigate 

vrays iil which individuals differ from one another, in 
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other words, to discover traits, the results also tell 

us much about how indi vi c1uals are alike. Conse Cluent-

ly, information regarding factors and their inter

relationships give", us tUlderstanding of functioning 

indi vtduals. \I 

Secondly, for vocatiunal testing: fifty 

factors are known, therefore there must be at least 

ftfty ways of being intelligent. 

Thirdly, for education: the concept night 

tr,g,nsi'orm our ideas of learning. Pe:chaps it is not 

a matter of stimulus - response connections? 

l'ossibly every intellectual factor C8J1 be developed 

to some extent by learning. This implies choice of 

curriculwll to acCOmlJlish desired results. 

To surn up, 'vV8 must agree wi til Guilford ttl3, t 

Hintelligence l1 has never been lUlicl.uely or satisfactor

ily defined. 

He himself e Clua te s II intelle ctl1 vvi th a system 

of thinking and memory factor s, ftUlctio.ns or pro ce sses. 

Guilford concludes that factor analysiS 

shoyvs it is not a unique uni kLry phenomenon, and 

lIintelligence ft should be no more than a semi-popular 

term. 

It is self-evident that the form that an 

II intelligence te stl! takes Y7ill be detennine d or 

influenced by the view of "intelligence li held l)y its 

This is discussed further in the next 

section. 
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CH. 3. THl'; HISTORY OJ!' ':e1-iE HAV.iN HATHICES TEST, 

CL'he natl,U'e of an intelligence test and. the 

form which it takes reflect the lmderlying frame of 

reference, the view of the nature of intelligence held 

by the cOlnpiler of' the test. 
In the case of :Progressive matrices the frame 

of reference is Spearman's Noegenetic Theory. 

Charles E. Spearman (23) sets out three 

aspects of human behavioll,r that can be considered 

separately, namely, cognition, conation and affection. 

By Cognition he means perceiving and thinking, 

awareness of one's self and the world. Conation is 

striving and Affection is feeling, abol1.t the worlcl and 

self. 
Spearman held that, in general, a person's 

total cognitive ability may l)e regarded as an instru

ment or "organ'! at the disposal of any of his conative 

activities, and set out to examine this Horgan", 

Spearman divided the various doctrines of 

intelligence into monarchic, oligarchic and anarchic, 

The first refle cts tile layman t s 'belief in 

the sovere ign rule of one great povler, 11 intell igence II • 

Herbert Spencer, influenced by biology and the theory 

of evolution, said life is the ccntinuous adjustment 

of internal relations to external relations, and it 

is ilintelligence ll that makes these adjustl~lents, 

Binet put the theory into practice. 

llTeachers found in tests of intelligence something 

they could handle, II said SlJearmml. liThe pu1Jlic 

got what it believed it could unclerstand. il 'fhere 

w<:;re great hope:.3, but also doubts and at',acks from 
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Vi teles 1 li/oodworth and others. 

There was no agreement as to what is intell

igence, 'l:erman went so far as to say, Ii To demand 

that one whQ would measure intelligence should first 

present a complete definition of it is quite unreason

able,lI 

HIt works,1l it was said, but how does it work, 

if We do not know what is measured? 

Many definitions were ofi'erecl, biological, 

pedagogical, Gestalt, scholastic. Many workers 

agreed in defining intelligence as thinldllg in abstract 

or w1i versal terms, but Spearman bl31 ieved it to be 

divisible into several different fW1ctions more or less 

uncorrelated 'vvi th each other, and therefore each needing 

a measure of its own. 

The oligarchic doctrines of formal faculties 

and of types he criticised on their vital point, 

correlation. If faculties or types are not 

correlated vlJi th one another then separate measures 

are needed. 

l1'he anarchic doctrine,:; of n General Levell!, 

tlAverage\l or ttSample" say all abilities are independent. 

Spearman disagreed with this, and criticised Binet for 

Hthrowing a miscellaneous collection of tests in

discl"'imately into the pool. II 

FroEl. all this emerged Spearman I s Eclectic 

Doctrine, that of Two J:!'actors, which was first put 

forward in 1904, and more clearly expolmded in 1927 (23). 

Spearman fOlU1d that in any table of correlations 

between tests the entries in any four adjacent cells 

could be used to form a l! te tract equa tionl! , 

i.e. l' X 1" - 1" X r where 1" equals a ap oq aq bp' 



coefficient of correlation between two tests. 
'dhen this Ii tetrac'l difference II was e qual to zero 

throughout the table of correlations then every 

individual measurement of every ability could be 

divided into two indepenclent parts. One is the 

itgeneral f'actor ll or g. It varies from individual 

to individual, but remains the same for one individ

ual in respect of all the correlated abilities. 

The second is a II specific factOl"H or s, 

which varies from one individual to another and 

from one ability to another. 
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Spearman concluded that hElsing found his true 

criterion of tetrad differences proof might IIbe regard

ed as complete. n 

However, he was careful to note that "g, like 

all measurements anywhere, is primarily not any concrete 

thing, but only a meaS1.u~e or magnitude. Further, 

that which this magnitude measures has not been defined 

by declaring what it is like, but only by pointing out 

where it can be found. It consists in just that 

constituent - Whatever it may be - which is common to 

all the abilities inter-cormected by the tetrad 
equation. 11 

r:L'he util i tJ of the doctrine in practical 

teoting is that we can determine the magnitude of g 

and of the .Ss 1 which latter often overlap. 

As proof that g and sexist Spearrilan declared 

that tithe criterion usually holds for the sets of 

lYlental IJerformances now commonly e12lployed for testing 
I general intelligence I. II 

Thus did Spearman arrive at his Laws of 

Noegenesis, Which state that all knowing originates tn 
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three: fundamental laws: 1. The apprehension of one's 

own experience, 2. The ecluction of relations, 

3. The eduction of correlates. 

lIThese,!\ said Spearman, l1 make up all the cognition 

(other than purely reproductive) of vrhich the human 
mind is ever in any circumstance,3 capable. U liThe 

frank adoption of ~£.lwo Factors would seem to supply an 

adequate basis - the only Olle possible - for a unified 
science of all human ability. 1\ 

Although Spearrrlan's dogmatic maImer may lose 

him sympathy Ivi th his reader his laws have immec1iate 

face validity, and are in agreement with the views of 

other workers, that the measure of intelligence is to 

be found in the realm of abstract thOUg(lt. 

It was inevitable that there should be 

cri ticism of Spearman I s apparently simple discc1very. 

Knight (9) pointed out that abilities that are each 

divisible into two factors, general and specific, 

must satisfy the tetrad equation. Every such 

abil i ty, since it partly depends on the general factor, 

is positively correlated with it to some extent. 

Again, since any two such abilities are correlatod with 

the general factor they must be correlated with each 

other. If V,fe have, say, five abilities the 

coefficients of the correlatiolls of the possible pairs 

will be such as satisfy the tetrad equation. 

Spearman's proof of his theory moved backward 

from this result. He claimed to have shown not only 

that abilities divisible into tvvo factors necessarily 

satisfy the tetrad equation but also, conversely, that 

abilitiea which satisfy the tetrad equation are necess

arily divisible into tl1.e two factors. 



Knight made no flu~ther comment on this 

apparently dubious logic, but held the view that 
Spearman was justified in equating IIgH vvi th intell

igence. 
Godfrey Thomson, on the other hand, while 

admitting the existence of the tetrad equation, 

denied the vali(11 ty of the converse argument. In 

his view the two-factor theory is not the only poss

ible explanation of the facts, which can also be 

explained by the hypothesis that there are Ilgroupn 

factors, each of' which is common to a limited number 

of different intelleotual abilities, and is therefore 

less restricted in its range than any of Spearman's 

specific factors, and yet not of universal range, as 

is Spearman's general factor. 
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However, Thomson's criticisms were directed 

against Spearman's first proof of his theory, not the 

later one set out in "The Abilities of Manll. 

Spearman and others competent to judge believed con

formity to the tetrad equation to be a sufficient as 

well as a necessary condition of the existence of the 

general factor. 

In more recent years some measure of agree

ment has been 8,chieved between the disputants. 

Spearman hac; admitted that some specific factors do 

to some extent overlap to form l1group" factors, 

al tho:.lgh others are highly specific. 

The most firmly established group factors 

appear to be (i) verbal abil i ty, (i i) nW11erical 

ability, (iii) mechanical ability, (iv) musical 

ability, (v) logical ability, (vi) the capacity for 



sustained intellectual effort, (vii) certain forms of 

memory, (viii) the ability to change quicldy and 

effectively from one mental task to another, and 
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(ix) the different groulJ factors that enter into the ,

different types of school work - literary, scientific 

and manual. 

While Knight regarded Spearman as having 

shown that intelligence enters into all our cognitive 

abilities he was critical of the laws of noegenesis. 

In Knighi1s view the first of the three abilities is 

merely a special form of the second. 11 In tell igently 

to observe one's own m~ntal processes is to discern 

their significant qnalities and relations; l-C requires 

nothing more than the application of the second ability 

to facts discerned by introsriection. It But Spearman 

himself regarded the second and third abilities as more 

important than the first. His definition of intell-

igence, therefore, agrees closely with that of Knight. 

One of these who favourably regarded the 

laws of noegenesis was Fiaget (13). In discussing 

Empiricism, which explains knowledge as due to the 

l)ressure of external objects, he v'frote llwe find less 

rigid forms of elTllJiricism in Spearman's 

interesting theory, which is both statistical (factor 

analysis of intelligence) and descriptive,it He 

regarded apprehension and eduction as l1a more or less 

complex reading of immediately given relations., ..... 

not constructed but discovered by simple accommodation 

to external reality.1I 

More specifically, owe may make classifications 

from several points of view at the same time, as in a 
matrix, and this opera tiol1 (which syt.'lbolic logic call s 



logical multiplication), denoted by X, is so natural to 

the mind that ... , ". Spearman has gone so far as to 
make it OLl.t to be, under the name of the I eduction of 

cor~elates,' one of the distinguishing characteristics 

of- the act of intelligence. II 

Piaget believed that a "correlate", in 

Sp~arman's sense, has meaning only as a function of 

a matrix, but said that eduction of correlated, or 

IImultiplication of classes ll plays an essential part in 

the mechanism of intelligence. 

He defined the g factor, simply expressed as 

tlgeneral intelligence H , as the degree of efficiency 

cOHunon to all the subjects aptitudes. 

It is clear from his iNri tine:: that J. C. Haven 

considered ::3pearman I s laws to be of great importance. 

SummL,g up, he has "vri tten (14) Ii The work of 

Spearman may appear an abstract statistical controversy 

concerning Igl and's') but his great contribution to 

practical mental testing is his clear enunciation of 

the laws of 'eduction' or 'noegenesis'. He has 

shown that the whole qualitative development of creative 

mental activity is a continuous process of -

1. Apprehending the characters of experience, 

2. EdLl.cing relations between the characters 

apprehended, and 

3. The creation of correlates bearing specific 

relationships to experienced characters. 

tI~ehe more mental activity is studied the more 

clearly these three phases of eduction, interacting one 

upon the other, are seen to be the characteristic qual

i ties eXIJerienced in all mental IJrocesses vvhich are in 



any way 'rational', 'original', 'adjustive', or, in 

ordinary language, intelligen~, as distinct from 

those which are purely 'instinctive', 'habitual', 

'reproductive'; in other words, repetitive. It 

follows that what is needed is a good test of 

eduction and good tests 01' repetitive ability. 

liTo determine the best tests of eduction, 

testees have been trained to educe relations of 

different complexity (SIJearman '1927). The causes 
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of failure and conditions of success have been studied. 

It has been shown that verbal (Stephenson, 1931) and 

perform.ance tests (Alexander, 1935) are influenced by 

processes other than eduction, while visually present

ed meaningless figures provicle the most satisfactory 

means of e;:;timating a person's innEl,te eductive ability. 

Perceptual tests ..... " may appear useless 2.rtistic 

stunts or obscure mathematical problems but, upon 

investigation, success in solving them is found to 

depend upon the ability for logical thought which is 

the essential factor in all intelligent conduct. 

According to the type of problem employed and the 

method of testing adopted such tests can be used to 

measure either the rate or the accuracy of eduction. 

'Progressive Matrices' is a series of such tests 
designed to measure the accuracy of eduction. II 

First intiffiation of the matrices tests was 

given by Penrose and Raven in 1936 (12), when Raven 

was working at the Research Department, Royal Eastern 

Counties Institution, Colchester. They were there-

fore known as the R.=.C.I. Perceptual Tests. The 

tests were designed to fill a pressing need in psychiatry, 

namely, the accurate diagnosis of innate mental capacity, 
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required for studies in heredity and elsewhere. 

Such tests would need to be free of group factors, 

strictly eductive in character, adequately IJresented 

in a purely perceptual form, and capable of fine 

gradation from very easy to very difficult without 

alteration of technical performance. 

Such tests as Kohls Blocks presuppose 

mechanical skill, so Raven followed Line and Fortes 

in using perceptual fundaments to elicit eductive 

abil i ty apart from me cha1'1ical skill. 'rhese 

fundam.en ts can be spatially related figures. (See 

Fig. 4, ApJendix.) The eduction of the relation 
between the figures can then lead to the apprehension 

of a logical correlate. The selection of the 

appropriate fi~;ure to complete the system is indelJend-

ent of technical ability. All relevant training is 

under the examiner's control. The relations to be 

educed can be made novel and problematic at every 

stage in the series, and need not depend on previous 

education. In response the subject has to select 

one from a limited number of figures and much may be 

learned from the errors which a subject makes. 

Theory of Construction. 

Analogies have been shown to be among the 

most suitable tests for eductive ability, A problem 

could be made self-evident even to children by IJresent-
ing an analogy perceptually in the form B 

C '? 

'The arrangement in a rectangular pattern 
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indicates the relationship to be discovered. The 

structure corresponds to verbal problems such as 

"Black is to \,11:1i te as night is to Care 

has to be taken that the solution to such problems is 

unique. 
The generalized form of the structure of a 

test which consists of four elements may be expressed 

thus: 

A 

f'A 

f(A) 
fl [f(A») 

"" -
The required answer can be obtained by arguing either 

horizontally or vertically. The relations used 

must be such that f'(fA) == f(f'1\.). The three 

types of relation posc:,;ible are similarity, opposition, 

and addition. The last may be simply expressed 

thus: AB AC 

DB DC 

More complicated relations can be expressed 

by a structure containing nine figl}res. Four-figure 

structures only are used in the coloured version. 

In 1939 -Haven (15) reported on an experimental 

survey made in Colchester, using sixty-five tests 
arranged in five sets. The themes used in the sets 

were (A) continuous patterns, (B) analogies between 

pairs of' figures, (C) progre:3si ve alterations to 

patterns, (D) permutations of figures and (3) resol

ution of figures into constituent parts. 

1101'" children from 3 to 8 years of age and for 

the mentally defective, sets A and B 1;vere arranged as 

coloured patterns on cardboard (Board form of test). 

For normal subjects over 8 years sets A to E 1[{ere 

drawn in black and white and mounted (Standard form). 
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Some older ctlilc1ren and adults worked in groups, 

recording their answers on scoring forms (Group form), 

The report sets out and discusses distribut

ions of scores for the various groups and forms, 

analysis of component tests, reliability, associated 

variables and errors. 

Test - retest reliability for fifty-six 

children on the Board form of the test showed a 

product-moment correlation of +0.86 ± 0.0]; for one 
hundred and twenty subjects on the Group form it was 

+o.oe + 0.02. 

No significant difference Was found either 

in mean scores or variance of scores between boys and 

girls. 

In this survey no time limit was specified. 

On the board form there was no correlation between 

total score and time tal~en, but there was a marked 

association between them on the group test, though this 

diminished on re-test. 

As a result of this survey unsatisf'actor;ST 

tests were rejected and the series was revised into 

five sets of twelve, making sixty tests in all. 

At this time also Miller and haven (11) 

inquired into the influence of positional factors on 

the choice of answers to perceptual tests. They 

found that more satisfactory results came froEl IJlacing 

the alternative anSH<2rs belovr the matrix rather than 

at the side. The arrant;ement of the g,lternatives 

had little effect upon the percentage of correct 
solutions when the problem was moderately difficult, 



but, when the problems were too difficult for the 

subject, cor.rect results 'lVere obtained by chance if 

the right answer 1[vas in a favouri te position, that 

is, near to the gap to be filled. Subjects were 

more inclined to examine all the alterna.tives if 

obviously wrong figures were l)laced in positions most 

likel;y- to be observed. In the standard sel'ies the 

correct answer was placed in each of the six or eight 

positions an equal number of times. 

The standard series, by then know'n as 

IIFrogressive ~:Iatrices 1938 11 was standardized for 

children in the County Borough of Ipswich, England, 

individually and in groups, in 1938, and as a group 
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test for men in 1940, in a militia training depot. (16). 
A random samlJle of children born in Ipswich was obtained 

from the births register. The individual test was 

given to 660 children, and the group test to 1407 
children and 3565 men. :Percentile 1)ointl3 were 

calculated at half-yearly intervals from the natural 

score distributions of the children tested,:::uld for 

adults from the natural scores c1' the men. 

Scores for the individual test were through

out slightly lower than the equivalent scores obtained 

vvhen given as a group te st. Haven concluded that 

the individual test involves a social factor which is 

different '<'Then a group test L3 given. 

Raw scores were converted into percentile 

rati.ngs. From an examination of these Raven draws 

some interesting conclusicns: median scores show 

slow development of eductive ability up to age eight, 
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fairly rEol,pid development from eight to thirteen, and. a 

maximum development about thirteen and a half years, 

remaining relatively constant for the next fifteen years 

or more. (No adults over age thirty were included in 

this sample.) Also, compared with testees of median 

scores, the eductive ability of testees scoring above 

the median a}~pears to begin earlier in life 9 develops 

at a greater rate and continues to develop to age four-

teen or later. 

below the median. 

The converse applies to those scoring 

Mental ages can be worked out from equivalent 

median scores, ·but Haven warns that these should not be 

used to calculate Intelligence Quotients in the manner 

of Binet tests. 

Raven much prefers to use Percentile Grades, 

which have the advantage over IQs in that they measure 

individual ability in terms of the frequency with 

which an equal degl"ee of ability may be eX1Jected to 

occur in a random group of testees of tae same age, 

A testee can be classified as: 

Grade I or intellectually superior, if his 

score lies at or above the 95 percentile score for 

testees of his own age group. 

Grade lIar defi2itely above average, if his 

score lies at or above the 75 percentile score fGr his 
age group. 

Grade III or mentally average, if his score 

lies between the 25 and 75 percentile scores for his 

age groulJ, III+ if his score is greater than the 

median; 1II- if his score is less than the median. 

Grade IV or definitely below average if his 

score lies at or below the 25 percentile for his age 



e;roup. 

Grade V or intellectually defective if his 

score lied at or below the 5 percentile for his age 

group. 
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Raven stEttes that the standard series does 

not differentiate clearly between individuals within 

these groups ~ he cloes not claim that t~1e test ii'rill de 

more tlEUl cUfi'erentia te be tween the grade groups. 

Testees of Grade V fail in the test at just 

that stage where it is essential for success to form 

oomparisons and reason bY':1nalogy, this ability 

having apIJarently failed to develolJ. These testees 

may therefore be desoribed as "intellectually defective fl , 

and II intellectual defect" may be defined as a pel~manent 

inabili ty to form comparisons and reason by- 8.J:19,logy. 

It is diagnosed simply from test results. It does 

not necessarily occur in all persons certified as 

"mentally clefective ll
, but is probably the chief cause 

of social failure. 

The 1937 Terman Merrill Revision of the 

Binet ;:icale and Progressive Matrices 1938 lNere given 

to 301 people referred to London Psychiatric Clinics. 

As the standard deviation of the Terman Merl'ill IQ 

is give.tl as 17 these IQs can be grouped in percentile 

classeo comparable with Matrix Test Grades. 

In 170 cases Matrix Test Grade agrees with 

Terman Merrill IQ class. In fifty-five cases the 

matrix score is one grade higher, and in fifty-four 

cases it is one grade lower. In eleven cases matrix 

score is two grades higher, and in eleven cases two 

grades lower. rl'here vvere no differences Greater than 

tvvo grades. 
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These last tvventy-tvvo cases were investigated 

and in every case there vvas fOLUld a history of psycho,... 

logical disturbance, lack of schooling or similar up

setting factor. 

Raven refutes the suggestion that Matrix 

tests are chiefly useful in dealing with persons of 

inferior intelligence, a.nd claims as one of the chief 

merits of his test the clarity with which it differ

entiates between genuine intellectual superiority and 

superficial "brightness due to verbal fluency and quick 

recall. 

11he :Frogressive rflatrices Test was adopted as 

the primary general intelligence test in the Royal Navy, 

Army and A. T.:;. in 1941, largely to ward off cri ticisIllS 

of the educational bias in verbal tests. It has 

been applied to greater numbers of men and women in 

Britain than any other single te2Jt. :B"or ease of 

administration a twenty minute time limit 1,vas usually 

imposed. Vernon and Parry (24) state that numerous 

factor analyses shoi;ved that, while Erogres;:;ive Matrices 

is an almost pure g test, it does involve the spatial 

or k factor to a small extent. 

Vernon and :Parry report that for vocational 

purposes the test was somewhat disappointing. 

suggest three reasons for this. Firstly, the 

Services did not actually want pure intelligence so 

much as intelligence a.nd education. Secondly, 

whenever a battery of verbal and mechanical-spatial 

tests was alJplied their combined resul t yielded a 

considerably bet tel" measure than did IVlatricei3 alone. 

Only when its visio-spatial component vIas involved did 

it seem to have anything to add to such a battery. 



The third reason is its rather poor reliability and 

its susceptibility to non-intellectual influen.ces. 

~:Iore than ,gny other group test it is affected by Etge 

and other types of mental deterioration: possibly 

also by temporary emotional stress. 

It has been shown that unreliability is 

greatest in the 15 - 30 score range, about the level 

where acceptance or rejection for the services takes 

place. Its effi ciency is greater the hieher the 

score) and also at very low score levels. For 
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instance, in one study involving 537 seamen the 'test -

retest coefficient was .79, which is rather low. 

It was this state of affairs which prompted Vernon and 

Parry to conclude, "Doubtless the test is more valuable 

when given without time limit by an experienced 

01 inical psyoc1010gist who can interpret the si€nificance 

of failures on particular test items!!, which, of course, 

is just what does not take place when a eroup test is 

given to 1:3,rge numbers of sub ,j e cts. 

The Coloured Progressive ~atrices test was 

first prepared in 1947. In 1956 it was revised by 

having the alternative choices (but not the correct 

answer) rearranged to minimise the effect of their 

position on their likelihood of being chosen. It 

was this 1956 Revised Order that was used in this study. 

The Guide (17) to using the test sets out 

admirably the purposes, construction and uses of the 

test. The Introduction begins thus: 

nf}lhe Coloured Matrices are designed for use 

wi th young children and old people, for an thro'~)olof!,ical 

studies j and for 01 inical 'Ncrk, 
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They can be used satisfactorily with peoule who ...... , 

cannot uJ1derstand or speak the English lang'u8.ge) wi tll 

people suffering from physical disabilities .... ~., as 

vlell as wi th people who are intellectually sub-normal 

or have clet8rior!1ted. rl1he scale can be rlescribed 

as I a test of observation (::mel clear thinking' . Each 

problem in the scale is really the 'mother' or 'source' 

of a system of thought, while the order in which the 

problems are presented provides the standard training 

in the method of working. Hence the name 'Progressive 

r~atrices' . B;~!s~.l! it is not a test of 'general 

intelligence'? and it is al'ivays a mistake to describe it 

as such. For this purpose it should be use~ in 

conjunction with a vocabulary test. 

11 CPhe advantage of us ing a perceptual and a 

vocabulary te~3t to,~ether~ in. place of a single test of' 

general intelligence, i8 th,g,t in this way it is possible 

to assess separately a persods present capacity for 

intellectual activity ~ irresl:Jective of his acquired 

knowle(Jf2'8, and at the same time the fund of verbal 

information he has acquired in the past, with as little 

present intellectual activity as possible,H 

For this purpose Raven used either the NIill 

Hill or Crichton Vocabulary Scales. For use with 

the present study a nevv scale was prepared, the 

Canterbury ~Primary Vocabulary Test (22), 

Before intellectual cap.'J.ci ty to reason by 

analogy has cleveloped, or 'Nhere intellectual ::l,cti vi ty 

has become impaired, the Coloured Matrices can be used 

to assess the degree to which a person can think clearly. 

They' also '(nake it possible to explore the psychological 

significance of observed discrepancies betlTveen a person IS 



present capacity for productive thinking, and his 

recall of information. 
liThe three sets of hvel ve problems ...... , 

are arranged to assess the chief cognitive processes 

of vrhich children under eleven years of age are 
usually capable. The three sets together provide 
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three opportunities for a person to develop a consistent 

theme of thought, and the scale •.. , •.. as a whole is 

designed to assess as accLU'ately as possible mental 

development up to intellectual ulaturi ty. II 

As the theory of construction has already 

been dealt with it will suffice to mention how Set Ab 

vllas derived. 
When a problem was presented as a contin

uous pattern, as in Set A, children saw what they had 

to do. However, practice with problems of this 

kind did not help them. to solve problems of the type 

used in Set B, if they could not solve them previously. 

By using problems involving relationships between 

four figures it was possible to make the development 

of intellectual activity wittl age appear relatively 

uniform, but the problems in Set B require the 

maturation of intellectual acti vi ty of more than one 
HordeI'll, It was found that practice on problems 

of one order did not necess'lrily train a child to 

solve problems of another o~der. 

The answer given to a problem depends 

largely upon the field of thought, or context, which 

in matrices is provided by the sequence in which the 

problems are presented. Because of' this it was 

necessary tc: reconsider Spearman's principles of 
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cognition in the light of Gestalt theory, and to design 

problems of the type used in Set Ab, in which discrete 

figures could be apprehended as parts of an organised 

!'whole" , or individual entity, appropriately orientated 

to the observer and his perceptual field. 

From the experimental work at least five 

qualitative developments in the order of intellectual 

activity could be distinguished. 
1. A child is able first to distinguish 

iclentical figures from differ'ent figures, and later 

similar from dissimilar figures. 

2~ Some time after this he is able to 

api,re cia te a figure IS o . .t'ienta t ion wi th re spect to 

himself and other objects in the perceptual field. 

3. Later, he is able to apprehend two or 

more discrete figures as forming a vvh61e, or organised 

indi vidual en ti ty. 

4. Subsequently he is able to analyse the 

perceived whole into itscmstituent elements, or 

"characters," and distinguish between vvhat is given and 

what he himself contributes. 

5. Finally, he can compare analogous 

changes in the characters perceived, and adopt this 

as a logical method of reasoning. 

From an item analysis of' the responses to 

problems leading up to the 1947 edition, twelve 

problems were selected to form Set Ab. 

The Guide sets out in tables the chief 

cognitive operations invol~ed in apprehending each 

problem in the three sets, and in the choice of the 

correct solution. 



Haven's Standardization. 

In 1948 a board form of the test was given 

individually to 291 children from 5 to 1 O-~~ years of' 
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age living in the Scottish to'lvn of Dumfries. Raven, 

in giving norms for this group, notes that the sample 

was too small to estimate percentile points for the 

general population at all accurately. 
In 1949 608 Dumfries children aged 5 to 1 H~ 

years were tested individually Itvi th the boole form of 

Coloured Matrices and the Crichton Vocabulary Scale. 

Six weeks later one in three of the nine-year-old 

children was given the two tests again, together with 

Terman Merrill Scale Form L. Of these 35 children 

30 comple ted Terman Merrill Form L again 6 vveeks later. 

L ... 

As with the standard series, grade grotllJs 

are recommended, although percentile point norms are 

given in the Guide for children from 5~ to 1-1, in 

half-year age-groups, the ceiling age being lIt years. 

(See 'lIable 2 and Figure 2). 
Correlations are given, for nine year olds, 

between Coloured Matrices, Terman Merrill, and 

Crichton Vocabulary, as in 'J.:able 1 belov,l. 

Table 1. 

A Ab B ~:.bT. C.V. 

PM Sets A Ab B .80+.05 .66+.06 .65+.07 - -

l'erliJ.an Merrill .90+.02 .83+.04 -

Crichton Vocab .95+.02 



The test-retest coefficient bears out 

Vernon and Parry's contention of unreliability. 
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It is interesting to note that whereas 

'llerrnan Merrill and Crichton Vocabulary correlate with 

.Matrices to almost the sanle extent, 'I'erman Merrill 

correlat e8 rg,ther more highly with the vo cabLl~ary test. 

It should be kept in mind that a psychological 

test, as defined in Chapter 2, must have 

1. Carefully selected items; 

20 r'iIethod of administration held constant; 

3. Method of scoring held constant and norms of 

performance available, i.e. Mean and Standard Deviation; 

4. Known consistency 01' reliability, and known 

. validity. 

Raven I s Coloured iVlatrices Test may safely be 

said to have passed the first requirement. As to 

the second, the instructioLs suggested in the Guide for 

administering the test individually are somewhat 

elastic; administration as a group test requires more 

specific, standardized instructions. 

Hegarding the third point, scoring is quite 

objective, but, although percentile points are given for 

three pOlmlation groulJs, means 8,nd standard deviations 

are not given. 

The matter of reliability has been mentioned 

earlier: its measure is not as high as might be wished. 

Val idi ty as a measure of tI glf seems to be upheld by 

factor analysis. 
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'rhis would seem to be an appropriate place 

to note the Technical Recommendations for Psychological 

Tests and Diagnostic Techniques 1954 (3) regarding 

norms. 

These lay down that 

1. Except where the primary use of a test is 

to compare individuals wi th their ovvn local group, 

norms should be published at the time of release of 

the test for operatio11al use i 

2. Norms should refer to defined and clearly 
described populations. These should be groups to 

whom users of the test will ord1narily wish to compare 

the persons tested;· 

3. If ap~reciable differences between groups 

exist (e.g. age, sex, trainin~, etc.) and if a person 

would ordinarily be compared with a subgroup rather 

than a random sample of persons, then separate norm 

tables should be provided in the manual for each group. 

In publishing norms for only three groups 

of children and old people Raven can hardly be said to 

have carried out these recommendations. It might 

have been better had he withheld the test from general 

use until more normative surveys had been made. 

On the other hand, releasing the test for use has 

enabled other workers, the present writer included, 

to ca.rry out the necessary testing programmes EUld so 

add tel the body of information available. 
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irABLI:; 2 

,Sile ChX'onolo gi cal Age in Years. 

}?oints 5~t 6 620 
'" 7 7L 

i', 8 8l 
2 9 91% 10 "' 0*-'" 

1 1 

9'5 j-~ 21 .?l 24 25 26 28 30 32 ls. 33 35 

90 17 20 21 22 23 24 26 2[5 31 31 31 34 

75 15 17 ",8 19 20 2"1 23 26 28 2(3 29 31 

50 14 1 5 15 
"' S 

17 113 20 22 24 24 26 28 

25 12 "3 14 14 15 16 17 19 2"1 22 22 24 

10 12 12 1 J 14 14 15 h) 113 20 20 21 

5 12 1 n c::. 11 14 1 5 16 17 17 17 

]'igures underlined are interpolated for smooth working. 
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Cli. 4. TH:e; PILOT STUDY. 

As a preliminary to the standard.ization 

of Coloured J'Vlatrices for New Zealand two schools in 

Christchurch were chosen for testing, both being full 

primary schools, with classes from Infants to Form II. 

They were Briggston, where the present 

writer is a teacher, and Kendal, chosen because a 

colleague qualified in pSYCLlOlogy was on the staff 

there. These two carried out all'the testing. 

The number of children tested were: 

Briggston 307, Kendal 407, Total 714. 
As Raven's IIGuic1e to Using the Coloured 

I'rogressive -Matrices" gives norIilS from the age of 

5~ years to 1-1 years it was decided to test these 

same age groups, although the children in Raven's 

sample were tested individually. 

As the tlGuide fl gives no stanCto,rdized 

instructions to testees in a group, a set was worked 

out from those given for individual te3ting and those 

given in the handboGk for the Australian standard

ization of the adult form of the test. 

No time 1 imi t vias imlJOsed. 

As a result of the pilot study certain 

modifications in procedure were decided on. 

1. The test was regarded as unsuitable as a 

group test belov\{ the age of 6 years be cause of 

(a) the difficulty for young children in understanding 
standard instructioLs; 

(b) difficulty in wri tinS' figures on the aX-lsweI' sheet, 

eS1Jecially for those working on the new Infant Number 

syllabus, in which written numbers are introduced 



later than heretofore; 

(c) cUL:icul ty in setting out answers in the correct 

spaces on the answer sheets, 

(c1) infant-room habits of co-operation militating 

against the children's working on their own; 

(e) inade quate desk accoTa.nloc1a tion, communal table s 

being usual. 
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2. Somewhat reluctantly a time limit of twenty 

minutes was decided upon. Haven himself set no 

limit, believing the power aspect should overrule the 

speed, but in the group situation a time limit is 

desirable, as those who have finished bec01ll.e restive 

while waiting for the others. It also helps to 

ensure standard concH tion.3 of testing. 

it was f01.md. ls,ter that mo st childl"en finished well 

within the limit set. 

3. The instructions to testees had to be 

revised, both to increase their exacti t1.lc1e .g,.cld to 

make them more intelligible to the younger children. 

Mention may be made in passing of the 

c11fficul t task of framing instructions th·9,t will be 

clear to a six-year-old without being boringly over

simple to an eleven-year-old. 

4. 'l'he answer papeI' was re-designed to m.ake 

it more obvious where answers were to be written. 

Bec.::i,us(, of these alterations to procedure 

the results from Bri{rgston and Kendal Schools are 

not included in the final sample. 

Frequency tables of sceres for these 

two schools are given in ':C'ables 3 and 4·. 
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rl'ABI,~~ 3, 

.?H:;::Qu_l.~rcy rl'l~~BIj= 
,..., T~ 
\) JC 307 C~~~· I T. J)f(~~r~ i~lr }3hI '110j\T 

:3CEUOL, 
--~~.--~ 

Age 5f 6 62 -
co 7 7+ 8 8;~ 9 qJ -"' 10 10i 1 -, yrEl Totals 

--~r--------~~~~~~-'~---'-'-~-~_~_~--""~~~'~ ___ ' 
Score 

36 4 ") 

7 .J 
35 1 1 r, 

4 c:.. 
34 1 1 1 4 
33 1 1 1 -, 

.21 
32 1 1 4 7 
31 2 2 -I 1 3 2 11 
30 -j 1 2 -, 3 1 -j 10 
29 2 3 1 1 7 
2.3 ? 2 -, -, 1 

"' 
2 -10 

27 3 3 ") " " 2 "4 .J 
26 1 1 3 

., 
2 2 11 c:. 

25 .. 1 1 2 3 3 3 2 2 in I 0 
24 'I 1 1 3 2 1 ') 11 c. 

23 1 1 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 .) ') 1 .3 .3 3 
r, 1 1 1 1 5 ~~ .::. 

2-1 .3 1 4 1 1 10 
20 1 ,-} 2 -, 1 7 c.. 

19 ') 2 'I 1 () 
1 1 .3 '15 '- ,:... 

13 4 'i 1 ii, 1 1 13 L 

17 1 1 .) .3 3 1 1 -I 1-

16 1 1 2 'I .3 1 1 10 
15 1 1 ..., 2 2 j 1 ,-") 

15 ,) .J L 

14 3 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 5 
1 .3 1 10 4 L~ 1 () 

1 23 '--

12 '1 3 2 6 
'1'1 -I 4 

..., ,) 
1() -) c-

10 1 1 " 1 4 
9 '1 -I n 

L 
8 2 -I ,., 

1 6 Co 

7 3 ,) 1 ::) ,-
6 1 1 1 I::" 5 
5 -I 1 2 
4 0 
3 1 1 .---, 

L ,-, 
L 

1 

Totals . 5 36 27 30 34 33 32 24 23 ? r) 
~L 21 20 307 --



TABLE 4, 

II'RlC (Ju~GJ~ (j-Y TABI,l: 0]' (\ '-\nl_)-(~t~, 
,:)GUH--"O UE' 407 CHIlmi3l'T AT l{~JTD1-\L 

:::;CHOOL. 
---"-~~~ 

Age C)1- 6 610 7 7i 8 8,~ 9 9i '\0 1 - , '1'\ '1'0 ta.l s ., ,8 U;~ yr[-) ~. ;;:.. 

'---~-----r----~' '-- --'-,--~ .. -..-"-~~ 

Score I 
36 

, 
1 I 

35 I ') 1 3 L 

34 3 ') 5 
I 

'-

33 1 'I 
32 I 1 2 3 
31 1 1 1 1 6 
30 I -I 1 2 3 1 1 9 I 

29 'I 1 3 1 1 'I 3 
28 1 2 1 -, -, 2 1 13 -) .) 

27 2 /) 2 3 2 3 'I 4 '19 c.. 
26 2 3 1 '\ -, 

1 2 '13 .) 

25 
I 

1 4 1 1 1 1 3 1 13 
24 5 2 1 

,-. 
2 4 1 3 1 21 c: 

23 1 1 2 3 f) ") 2 1 ") n 20 '- .J j c.. 
22 1 3 2 2 3 1 2 1 15 
21 2 ij 1 2 1 1 2 'Ii L 

20 1 3 1 2 ') 

9 ,-
'19 3 6 3 2 n 1 -\ 1 1 ~J c:. 
1° 3 2 1 ') 4 2 15 G L 

17 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 10 
16 '\ 4 5 3 -. 1 1 1 1 20 .) 

15 4 4 4 4 1 3 2 22 
'14 1 11 5 3 5 1 ? 1 1 30 
13 1 c 3 5 2 1 1 23 ~. 

12 1 5 8 ') 2 19 .J 

'\ 1 1 3 '\ 1 1 7 
'10 1 2 3 1 1 9 
9 t::; 2 3 '\0 ./ 

13 4 1 1 1 7 
7 4 2 3 1 1 11 ,-

.10 1 1 1 '2 0 

5 3 0 
5 L 

4 9 2 1 'I 
3 5 2 7 2 
1 

Iro tal 8:48 55 52 LLe 37 ')0 24 1 S 34 2 ,j .)'-
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i. TIm SAl1,iIPL~~. (a) Choice of sample. 

As this standardization was to have Dominion~ 

wide appl ica ti on an endeavour V1':),8 made to draw the 

sarnple from as wide an area, geographically speaking, 

as ViaS practically possible; tG include both urban 

and rural schools; and to include a proportio.n of 

Maori children similar to that found in the overall 

popula tion. 

11he New Zealand Year Bool{ for 1962 furnished 

figures for the yeElr 1960, when the number of children 

over five and under twelve years of age in public 

primary schools was 297,g83. 

From the E 1 He}')ort to ParI iamen t for 1962 
it was found that the number of IiIaori children in 

pl).blic and f,Iaori schools in the same age group at 

1 J'uly 1961 iNas 36,819, or 12.L~lG of the total. 

Sampl ing was by areas and vvi thin areas, 

gi vinic'; a random sample of schools, rather than of 

individual cases. 

In practice, the Auckland, South Auckland 

8Jlc1 Wellington EdUcation Boards were asked to choose 

schools for testing; two other schools in South 

Auckland and two in Canterbury were chosen by the 

vilri ter, and four school s in Southland were chosen 

by an inspector in that Board district and tested 

through his good offices. 
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(b) Check en SamlJle. 

The twelve schodl3 used W81'e: 

Hillsborough s:nc1 Nevrton Central in Auckland 

city. It 'twulc1 appear that the :2c1ucation Board 

chose these two for contrast, as Hillsborough is a large 

school in a '\good 11 suburban area, and having onl':l one 

Maori and one Chinese family, whereas Nevvton Central 

is in a central city location, and has a 70% non

European roll. 

Meri vale; a suburban school in :faur8,nga. 

Rotoru.a Primary, a large fidecapitatec1t1 

school in Rotorua city, and Horohoro Maori, a small 

rural school near Rotorua. These two contributed 

the greater proportion of the Maori children in the 

sample. 

Petone Central, in the Hutt Valley. 

~oolston and Northcote, in Christchurch 

city, one old,the other new. 

'Naikiwig,nd 'Naihopai, in Inverc8.I' gill city. 

Winton and ·;7yndham District High 0chools, 

in Southland country towns. 

Follovving Haven, the sample was divided 

into half-year age groups, the number of cases in 

each group varying from 238 to 313. 

The total normative sample was of 3003 cases, 

of whom 367 were classed as Maori. It is purely 

coincidental that this is 12.4;;~ of the total sample, 

but a welcome proof of the adeq1.1acy of the sampline;. 

As the actual school population betwi3en age 

6 and age 11 years 5 months (the ceili.n[; EI,;se) is 

app'oximately 233,000, the sample is about 1 in 78, 

or 1. 3Y~. 
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ii, ADlHITISTHATION. (a) The ;3tandardized 

Instructions. The final form of the instructions 

to testees wad as follows: 

1 . :~;ay, ~31owly and carefully, 

if\i!e are e;oillg to do a test 'ivhich is made up 

of different kinds of puzzles. 

\lE'or tLlis te[it you will be given Eil1_ an8\lver 

sheet on which yon write all your answers, and 8., 

question book. 

you are told. 

DC' lTlYf open the test book l.mtil 

liTllis is the question book, Ii (Hold it up.) 

Ii This is the answer paper Ii (Hold it up.) 

nyou vvri te your anS'Ners on the answer sheet, 

Do not write on the book. 11 

2. Distribute answer sheets and test booklets. 

3. :3ay? 

this. II 

H}lace ;your anmver shee t below the book like 

(Hold up the book with answer sheet below it.) 

HIeeer; it lilre that all the time you are wurking. 

DJ l'iUr rest the anS'Ner' sL18e t on the book, and do not 

wri te on t he book. If 

4. Say, liOn your answer she e t, where it says 'I':-ame I 

fill in your name like this.11 (Demonstrate on black-

bo ard. e.t:,. John 0mith,) 

wri te your age ix, years, II 

flThen on the next line 

(The months can be 

filled in later from the class register.) 11 NO'iI{ 

'Nrite in today1s date, like thisil (e.g. 1.7,(3) . 

5. . Say? 

puzzles. 

DHow let me explain how we do these 

Open Yo1..l.r book to the first page, "Ihich 

printed in green. The heading at the top tells 

you t_lis is .Set A 1 l'umber A 1. 

tl In the top hal::;:' uf the 1)a6e you can see a 

i c 
-:~ 



pattern with a blank space iL it: there is a piece 

missing. Down below there are six small pieces 

nmnbered ~ you point to them -,1,2,3 atld 4,5,6. 

You have to fi.nd l:vhiel1 one of' the se pie ces vrill fill 

ll_P the blank space and make::, the },a t tern complete or 

whole. These pieces are all the same size and 

shape as the missing piece so there is no measurinG 

to be do.ne, but only one of them will fill u~p the 

pattern. 
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pattern. 

;11'[0, 1 is the right shape, but not trH:~ :cight 

No.2 has no pattern on it at all. 

No.3 has checks, No.5 a cross, so they won't do. 

No. 6 has the right pattern, but has a piece missing. 

11hat leEwes onl,'/ l'~o. 4, vihich is the right answer. 

I t is the 0-11121 one that would comp18t e tLIB -oa ttern if 

it were put in the blank space. 

UNo',;! look at your 811SV'ler she e t. Find the 

column headed '3et A'. Point to the .tllxm()er I A'I' • 

[rite the figure 4 on the line next to Ai." 
( elle ck th;::l.t this is done.) 

;1110';.[ tlU'l1 to the next page. 

in orange and has A ::: 8. t the t o:p. 

It is printed 

li"hen you have decided whietl risee wou].d fill 

tlli8 gap, 'I'1ri te its number Ofl the 1 ine next to A 2 on 

yOlr anS\ver sheet. ii (:I?ause) 

ftEut UIJ your h8,nd .if you have 5 for YOlLr 

anS'i/er. II (If ne ee8 :3ary explain this item to anyo.{18 

wi th the \11'011:; answer, ) 

!!.l'low turn to the next page 1 wl1ieLl is printed 

in blUe and. has .i\. 3 at ttl'':; top. -:-,'1' i te the a.llS'!ler to 

this one next to A 3 on your answer sheet. :ihen you 
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pencils do\i7.L'l.1I (Pause while this is done.) 

"Put LlTJ your hand if yon have 1 for youl' 

:Jl1s',crer.l! (If necessary explain.) 

!lYon do each puzzle i.Ll that 'vvay 1 by pnttin.g 

the number of the right piec,,,, next to Ute .tlllli:1be:c ol the 

question on your answer sheet. ~hen you come to 

the end of' :3et A go on \,vi th '::';et Ab, putting your 

answers in the middle column 1 Il (inc1ic:;,te) If the.lllii til 

.::Jet B, '.vri tine your EU1Si.Ve1."S ill the tl.lirCL colwjmH 

( inrli C~t te ) 0 

Il~he questions are easy Sl,t first, but t~1ey 

ge t hStr del' • If you cannot do one puzzle don't 

spend too long on it. Put down an answer eveli if 

you are not sure, :::lJlcl carl~y on. 

IlEe c8,reful not to tur.ll over two pages at 

once. Look at the number at the top of each page 

and. make sure that you write same 

nnmb'2r on your an:3;.11er sheet. 

n;3tarting fran A 4 vvort: rigllt to the end ai' 

the book, then sit quietly till tine is up. Check 

your answers if yon have time. You have 20 minutes 

from. now 0 

it Go ahead, /I 

6. fhen tiE18 is collect test books, checking 

toses 8,11 are :ceturned. 

7. Oollect answer sheets. 



'llesting. 

(b) Oonditions of 

Testers: Testing in the North Island 

schools was carried out by the writer. At 

Northcote ruld Woolston testing was begQQ by the 

writer and continued by staff members who had watch

ed the first classes being tested. In Southland 

testing was carried out by the headmasters of the 

schools concerned, who were asked by letter to 

adhere strictly tc the instrv.ctions and linli ts laid 

down. 
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Test-room conditions: These, though never 

optimum, were what must be expected in classrooms. 

Smallness of desks, especially in upper infant and 

Standard One rooms , led to some test books and 

IJapers getting in the vvay of others I this, of course, 

causing distractiob. 

'l'here was usually very 1 i ttle extraneous 

noise. However, in some schools the younger 

children 'Here quite unused to 'Horking under test 

concH tions of silence 2..ud no co-operation. In 

spi te of this, it is unlikely that an,Y actual Ii cheat

ing" took place, as :::l...tlswer figures were not easy to 

read at a distance, and after the fi.rst few minutes 

the children were working on different paged because 

of their different speeds. 

IVlotiv~"dion: All the C[lilclren appeared to 

be very interested in the test. Iilan,Y could hardly 

wai t to hear the instructions before begi.lllling, though 

it ,,'lac; often observed that many childre.lJ. who finished 

quickly and Ylere quite confident actually made lovv 

scoreso Many children afterwards volunteered that 
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"That vvas goorl! 11 or asked, "Have you got any more like 

that?H 

Teachers, too, showed much interest, as well 

as helping in supervision. 

Hegarding supervision, one au thori ty 

recommends one supervisor to eight testees, but this 

is h2.rcUy practicable i.t1 the classroom si tuation, 

where it is envisaged this test will be used. The 

most the class teacher can do is to circulate aroWlcl 

the room checking on errors of setting-out. 

is discussed further in section 6. 

i i in RE:3Ur,rrS. 

This 

The following resul ts are to be fomld in this 

section: 

Table 5 shovvs, in half year age-groups, 

Numbers, Means, Medians, and Standard Deviations for 

trw norma ti ve sample of 3003 Hew Zealand school children o 

'lIable 6 gives percentile norms, from the first 

to the ninety-ninth percentile, for the same sample. 

]'iglu'e 3 ShO\N8 the 83m," percentile norms 

in graph form, for purposes of comparison of the curves 

produced. 

l'able 7 gives Grade Norms calculated from 

the same sample scores. 
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TABLE 5 

-

~~ge 
,- 62 7 7*' 0 2 N 

1'1'= 239 303 29£::; 283 

fiI= 12,26 15,05 17.67 19.20 

Ned= 13 15 17 19 
S.D.= 5,42 5. 12 5,79 5,87 " 

Age 8 3~~ 9 9J, 
"'" 

l'T= 273 3"13 242 300 
IVI= 21 .57 22.55 24.30 25.60 
IvIed;::;; 22 23 25 26 
S.D.= 5.56 b1l28 6030 6.37 

Age -10 "lOi 11 

l'T= 238 269 245 
I\·J.::: 26,g8 28,38 28,92 
Med 27 30 3"1 
S.D.= 5.60 6,56 6.29 
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fll~:F{ C~:::Y~11 I~LX; PO ITT'r:3 C AI!C"L;I,;:.,'I'£D F}~C'~<[ ~l C() ::=-l~~~3 U? 3003 

T,r-,\ _ :.L, ZJ:~AiArD C;~:r:LDimN . 

>~ile Age in Ye8 .. 1'1s .. 

foints 6 
.- -, 

7 7t 
.n n ~ 

9 0.2. 10 -IQi 11 iJ-~C 0 0"2 ...J2 

99 26 27 j "< 
.J _) 33 33 36 36 36 36 

95 22 24- 0() 
LO 29 30 33 34 35 35 36 36 

90 19 'J"< 
'-J 26 27 29 31 32 34 34 35 35 

80 17 19 'J .., 
LJ 24 27 23 29 31 33 34 35 

75 -16 -I <3 22 ?, 
-J 26 27 2'J u 30 31 33 34 

60 14 16 19 21 23 24 26 28 2CI 
--" 31 3'2 

50 13 -14 17 19 22 23 25 26 27 30 31 
40 1 -I -15 17 20 21 23 25 26 29 2() 

-7 

25 8 1 '1 14- -i5 18 18 20 2') L ') 11 '-, 27 26 
20 7 13 14 -17 17 19 20 ()'l 

LL 25 24-
-10 5 (. 10 12 14 -14 15 16 19 21 18 -' 

5 3 :5 9 10 12 -12 1 3 1 3 17 19 15 
-I 4 7 4 8 a 8 10 10 14 10 ...J 
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FIGURE 3. 

PERCENTILE POINTS - 3003 NEW ZEALAND CHILDREN. 
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/\.ge in 
sears 

A 
S:6-10C;o of 
population 

B 
76-95?; 

c+ 
51-75~s 

C 
26-75/~ 

c-I 26-50:;~ 
t D 

C t) C::-.,-: i U -L) ,Q ! . J 
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TABLl~ 7 

l1DJ Z:2ALAND CrRAD:b NO}lL1S. 

f)* 7 712 n o 
'" ... 1 

0* 9 9+;; 10 10i .- .. 

25+ 29+ 30+ 31+ 34+ 35+ 36 3l) -
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iv. DI;3U\I::;~nOl'·'. 

In discussing the results of this testing 

programme it must be kept in mind that the PLu-'pose of 

the present study was somewhat different from that of 

J". C. Raven. As he mal~es clear in the CTuide (17) 

Haven's interest was in diagnosis in a, clinical 

setting, His testing was done individually; his 
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norms were obtained for the purpose of comparison with 

scores of children and of old people whose povvers of 

educti6n were believed to have deteriorated. It 

·was to tbis end that the table of Normal Score Compo si-

tion vms given. As the different sets of the scale 

involve eduction of different li orders ll , it vms hoped 

that examination of llo,bnorCt~al!l scores would reveal 
,>,.-

gaps or discrepancie~ in subjects' educ;ive powers. 

Par instanc,:?, the nornal composi tiol} of a score of 24 

is given as Set A, 
a subject obtained 

would be cause to 

abnormal pattern. 

-10; ;:3et Ab,8; Set B, 6. If 

a score of, say, 0, 8, 10, there 

inquire into the reasons for this 

Such inquiries are L1.nlikely to be c':1,rried 

out in 8, group testing si tU(",),tion, except in particular 

circumstances. 

11he purpose of the present study, 011 the 

other hand, was tc standardize the series as a group 

test for screenin~ purposes in the school situation. 

It was hoped to produce norms which would be useful 

to the class teacher in comparison with pupilsl 

scores and attainment in school subjects. It was 

also hoped that scores might be predictors of s~9cess 
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of SLwceSEl in school Hark, and that trie test? being , 
non-verbal? migbt shay" up those children whose educ!~ive 

ability is such that their attainuent should be' greater 

than it is, as well as those apparently bright, verbally 

facile childr(:jl1 vvll08e written work fails tc measure up 

to expectC),tions. 11'0r the fo.eUler, investigation nlay 

reveal gaps in basic knowledge, psychological disturb

ance, or adverse home conditions, requirin~ remedial 

tre9,tcllent; for the latter, I;ressure Tllay be relaxed 

8,nd more realistic goals se"c. It is easy for a 

t:2acher tc be deee i ved j e sl~e ciall,7 on sllGrt 2"cquain t-

8,nce 1 by the w~ll-slJokel1, well-dressed 1 f1brightil child 

who aIjpears outstanding hut is real.iY o.nly avel'age, and 

a tes t of 11 thinking :pOYier ll should be ,j ust '1'lha t is nee ded 

to show up SU .. Cfl children, 

Ta'ole IX in the l~uide (p.36) gives 1;vorking 

perce{ltile points c8,lculated from the scores obtained 

by 60,j Dumfries school children over 5 EI,nd under 1'1-1 

year~'j of age, il. comparison of tllese pc~rcentile 

figures (Table 2, J?ig. 2 ) with tho se calcu12,ted from 

the scores 01:' the Ne1,''[ Zealand sample (,rable 6, FiG.3) 

i8 not \li thout interest. 

:Then plotted as curvss on a graph the two 

cst,s of' pel'cen.tiles show a marked resernblance, It 

is noticeable, however, that the Ne0 Zealand scores 

show a Greater ranEe, at both the upper and lov,rer ends 

of the f:3cale .!hereas the 95th percentile for 

Dumfries doss not reach the possible score, 36, in the 

New Zealand figures it reaches 36 at 1 W veal's. 
" c 

On the other hand, the 10i/est score given for tl.le 

percentile, 12 at 7 years in Dumfries, corresponds to 

9 in New ZS.3,l::md. This would seem to indicate that 

the children of DUEl:t'ries i'Ol'TJ a much more llOElogeneous 



group than the N eV7 Ze.9,lanc1 SEu111Jle 0 

Possibly of more interest is a compariscn 

of 50th percentile figures, given in Illable 8 belov-I, 

TABLB 8. 

Comparison of 50th Percentile Figures, 
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Age 6 6.1 '7 Tf- 8 8i 9 Sic 10 10ft i-lyra, ;2 ( 

'" 
Dumfries 15 15 is 17 1 Q 20 22 24 24 n~ 28 u OJ 

ne'N Zealand 1 3 14 17 -19 22 23 r)r 
L.) 26 27 30 31 

Difference ,) -"I +1 2 LI 3 
.., ,) 

3 4 3 -I- r .) '-

It is readily see.tl thc"t wi ttl the excc:ption of 

ages 6 and 6t tLl.e lTew Ze~:,land figures are higher by as 

much as 4 marks. It would be hasty to conclude from 

this that New Zealand childl~en are more intell igent 

than their Scottish connterlJarts, though it is likely 

ths\t the New Zealand sample included I,roportionately 

more children of higher intelligence. 'J1hat this is 

possible may be inferred from this pa,8:38,ge in the 

Guide (1', "16): 1I'Ilhe scores obtained by DUIllfries child-

ren ....... ap~eared to be slightly lower (than those 

of Colchester children). One reason might be that 

brighter children tended to live outr3icle the burgh; 

ti_lere was also reason to think that young professiC!nal 

families tended to move away from the district. 1I 

This discussion serves to point up the 

dallger of us ing on Olle populat ion te st norms o1Jtained 
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from another. 

The lower figures in the 6 and 6-tJ,ge gTOUps 

may be El,cCotLllted for 1);)1 the fEI.Ct that the Dum:t'ries 

c~lildren 'Here tested individuall If, and vlOuld have any 

difficulties explained by the tester; the New Zealand 

children had to cODe with listening to instructiona, 

thell inri ting figures in small spaces next to the 

correct figures on a paper. Obviously the norms 

for these young 9,ge8 Hill not prove very reli8,81e. 

An examinaticn of the percentile point::') 

calculated from the scores of the new Zealand sarcrple 

(FiG',3) reveals a set of sigmoidal curves v,rhich look 

much as one w01J~d expect. 'J:1here is some crossing 

of lines beloN the 5th percentile, due to chance 

factors arising from sampling. In an age-group 

population of 300 or less, the presence of three or 

four very IIdull ll children, or children who for some 

reaS()~l fail to lUlderstanu properly Hhat is l"equired 

of them, can have a great influence on trJe lQ1.i,;e st 

scores. This must have been the case in the 7-~j, 

9 and 11 year groups. 

Chance factors would !-3.1so appear to be 

operating at t be 99th percentile, 'Nhere for 7, 7i and 

B years tlle score is 33, and for 8~", 9 and 91} years 

it is 36, due to the uneven clistrilnrtiol1 of lIbright" 

children throughout t~e population. (Che scores at 

t~1.e 95th l:;ercentile are much more (~venly sraced. 

~Oh8 varying distances between the lines lend 

weight to Raven's (17) likening the growth of a child's 

eductive capaci t;y to " sal mo.l'l,-leaps in the streaill of 

1 ii'e 1l • 
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The extreme crossing of the 11 year old line 

is more difficul t to accoun.t for, but may perhaps be 

explained by reference to Table 9 below. 

Expected Ages and Classes in N. Z. Schools. 

.Age 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 lyra <! 

~ 
Class Inf:=l,nts :3td 1 r) 

c.. 3 4 :E'ormI II 

Four of the schools used in the sample j 

including the largest, are II decapi tElted tl schools, that 

if;, they h8,v(~ classes to Standard J:'our only. After 

this the children go on tG Intermediate School for 

Forms I and II (sometimes called Stds. 5 and 6). 
Therefore, in theory, one wOl.lld eXIlect ttlat in deCalJ

i t9..ted schools there v/ould be no children of 11 years 

of age. In practice, of course, the brighter ones 

will have moved on, leaving behind the retardates and 

those whose birth-dates have Gade necessary a stay of 

over two years in Infant classes. It IVO \.L d ap p e ,9,1' 

then, that this group constitutes a very biassed 

sample, heavily weighted in the lower score area. 

In any case the test is of little use at this age, 

as will be shown. 

It can readily be seen that the full score 

of 36 is first obtained in the 8t age group, actually 

by 4 subjects in a population of 313. At 9 years of 



aGe 5 subjects out of 242 and at 91l years 8 out of 

300 scored 36, After age 8, then, the ceiling 

score is also the possible score, which means that 

the range of the test is no longer sufficient to 

give full scope to the eductive powers of all the 

population, 

The curve at 7 ye9,rs of E:\ge reflects a 
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skewed and somev'lhat biYI10Cal distribution. Children 

at this stg,ge are only beginlli.ng on the more formal 

a"'-lJ8 Ct:3 of school iug, and st ill find it difficul t to 

place figures legibly in the required spaces. 

A comparison 0 f Means and Medians (Tabl e 5) 

shows .oj, close correspondence betweell the t'NO statistics 

for the age-groups from 6 years to 10 years inclusive, 

showing that the distributions come close to being 

normal distributions. This is so even at ages 6 

and 6-~. However, at age -I c1i and 11 ye :],rs the 

median moves one and two score points above the me8,n, 

indi c3,ting that the dis tri but ions in these groups are 

skewed towards the high end of the scale. In the 

writer's experience it is better to use the adult 

form of Matrices at thes5 levels. 

It would therefore appear, referrin~ again 

to fll a ble 9 , that tllis te s t. co uld be at be used as a 

gI'oUp test ;3,t the Std 2 or 3 level) \vhere most of the 

children would be aged 8 or 9 years. The writer is 

of the OIJinion ttEl,t Coloured Matrices CGuld provide a 

useful check at this level by giving a measure of 

capacity or potential to be compared or contrasted 

with achievenent, 

As Have~l doe s not claim more tlla.tl that hiE; 
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test will discriw.ina tebe tween Grade Groups it vlould 

perhaps be rash to assign percentile scores to subjects, 

as such scores are apt tu be taken literally by the 

layman, who does not tC:tke into 3,ccount theil~ variabil-

ity. Ho'aeve:c, percentils points from Coloured 

flTatrices are being combined 'Nith those from the 

Ca.nterbury Irimary Vocabulary Test to rroc1uce Intell

igence Quotients wllich '.'Jill present a truer pictllre 

than e1 tLler te st wo u.l c1 Ell one (20). 

Arising from the stanuardizatio"-1 testing 

programme a number of' points are vwrtrw of consider

ation a.nc1 f'LU'ther investigation. 

1, llhere is the Cll1.estic'Xl of hovv many supervisors 

are neGc1ed. is.mentioned above, one supervisor to 

eigtlt children has been sugc:ested, a ratio impossible 

01' attainIllent under pr'actical .:;:rimary sciLOol con-

diticns. If the test is used in the middle school, 

where childreIl b'c,ve reEwl.led a stabe of con:L'ic1ence in 

hanc11 in6 wri tten words and symbols 1 it ;3hoLlld be 

possible for a teacher to supervise his class, 

al though, in the 1ifri tel" s experience, gTeG,t cal'e is 

needed to ensure t)1S,t answer papers are being filled 

in accordiIlg to the instructions, particularly in 

L1Gving from3et A to At aDd oet A1) to B. 

2, It may also be asked 1N~lether help should be 

given with the setting out of answers, or not. 

Allied to this, is the question of to what extent does 

the following of' instruct ions consti tu te an iutell igence 

test, 

The ;3 ta,udard ins trnctioll,9 for' this te st call 

for cbecks to be macle on tlle f'illins-in e,f' llaGle, age, 
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etc,; SlId for the first three cUlS'.'lers tc be checL::ed 

argued that any testee viho goes ,g,stray after th:=tt has 

missed the point, and yet it is quite feqsible for a 

testee to have to be corrected after this staCe yet 

go orl to 1l18Jcs [t go G d. f1core \l One fairly common 

error noticed was for tsstees to write the first three 

anS'.'/ers as instructed I in Column A I the 1l8Xt three 

in Column Ab, WId the next three in OolunUl B, They 

then sat looking puzzled, wondering where to write 

the next answers. This is a case in point, where 

a correction of setting-out may lead to the attain-

ment of a good score. 

In the wri ter i::3 opinion such help should 

The object of intelligence testing is 

not to catch one out I as in a quiz j but to enable a 

tes tee to lJerform to the be st of his abil i ty. 

Hel}) W:3.S given. in ttlis surve,Y; and in marking with 

the scoring key, D12:1,rL:ing of poorly set~out paper:3 

was by obvious intention. 

'Jith resard to the second question it must 

I)e true th::.t tils fol10'I'/ing of' instructio.l"ls constitutes 

a test, as it is just here that persons of feeble mind 

fail. ':rhis offers 3,nother reason for lwi.':':; the 

te3t wi th childTen old (3.tloLl..[;h to lUlc1erst0~nc1 wh,g,t they 

are told t c do and to do it, and for reaclin6 the 

i11.8 trl.lCti 0118 clearly iOtnd I;vi th expre ss ion. By these 

me".l,.llS it m:::ty be expected that the te,)t score 'dill be 

a tru.e TIl!:,aSl.u"e of the <],bilit;;· tested, and will not be 

confouncled by llnCOn trolled vEI,riables. 

'JI ]J'/;:,C::;, ·r:: ·:::.\?JTEfi,Bl.'\ 
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3. It was mentioned in Chapter 2 that Wechsler 

(25) !las noted that the variance accounted for in the 

Ig,ctor Etnalys h3 of. EL nl'1trix of' correla tiuns i3 seldom 

more than 60 percent, the rest of the variance being 

mEl,de Ul~ of the personality components of general 

intell igence, 

l.'his cOllClusion sholl_lL1 be ,9, warning against 

rutting too much reliance on a slngle test score, as 

success in real-life situ~tions depends not upon 

sheer intelligence, but upon ability plus the deter

mination to succeed. 

~his is probably the reason Nhy teachers 

have looked askEUlce at scores made by' certai.n. children 

on the B.atrices test, with comments such as II That 

doe:3n I t look like him". Here again is t:le si t1.1atioLc 

where ",I, child's personality and backgrol;,JliI should be 

inv8stige.tecl to try to find out why lJotential ts not 

bein~ realized in achievement. 

4. duggestioTIs fer further researCQ, 

1. Supplementary '::rests, 

In the Guide (17) Raven has suggested that 

in order to 8uppleuent the information provided by the 

matrices scale as a whole we need 

(a) a Gestalt test, desie;n.ec1 to assess the extent to 

which a person is capable of apprehending discrete 

items a·s rceptv_al '!'[IJ.oles, irrespective of his 

cap':.1.,Oi ty for r.g;tic)nal j udgenlent: t0is Qight provide 

an anS';;ier to those c1'i ttcs who conc1enul thelll[r,trices 

as bein[ too heavily lo',ded 'iltth tLle sp.3,tial factor; 

(b) a Block Desi;ll te2,t? J,rran2:ed tc ,o;1,388S8 

ori8~J.taticn, '{1i ttl tLle leJ,st deuand on General intell

it~ellce ; 



(c) 3, Sorti';lg 'l'est, consisting of sim_ple, clearly~ 

defined objects, de8i~ned so that flexibility of the 

field c,f' thOLl.gilt is trIe one form of'wtivi ty essential 

for continued success. 

Raven suggests that research might proc8sd 

:3,10ng each of tile se 1 ine s. 

~ 

ii. CorrelatiGnal Studies. 

In the time available there has been little 

O};)"I",ortuni ty for c3,lculating correlations betwes_n 

Coloured Matrices and other tests, teacher's ratings 

or other criteria. Althou[h some small-sample 

correlaticns are included. in the Appenc1ices there is 

scope here for more large-scale 'Vwrl:: in the future. 

iii 0 Cros~c;-cul tural and inter-racial studies, 

Laven has clai.wed_ his teC:-lt to be virtu9,11y 

oulture ree. In. the Bi hI io£raphy tc the Guide (17) 

he lists studies macle by French '01,nc1 Italian worker~3, 

mainl,,/ wi th Afr'icans. 

(a) Of greatest import to New Zealand education-

alists is the test performance of Maori children. 

It is known tl:ut in t;eneral t£ley do not excel in 

verbal tests of the Utis type. A com}Jarison of' 

the norm,s for the 1':1aori children tested ('rable 12) 
with the norms for the whole sample (Table 5) shows 

that in every age group both the Mean and LIec1ian 

Gcores are lower for the liaori children than for the 

whole sample. Also, vvereas the Standard Deviations 

for the whole-sample Eloge-i~roups are fairly cens t::Ult J 

varying only between 5.12 and 6.56, those for the 

Uaori age-groups are quite irregular a.i:1d vary between 
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2,2;9 and 6, 6e, Coupled with the fact that the 

I.ledian iJJ.1d 1\'IeEm scores do (it incre'Olse regularly with 

t~ce irreGular Stanc1:=u'cl Deviatiol!.8 are ELll1~l,le evidence 

that the numbers of MEwri children included in the 

pre sent saln:£:Jle EI,re He t 18,1'&;8 enough to sUPliort '1,9,1 id 

concl us ions, It would be very rash, for instance, 

to conclude that Maori children do nut do as Fell on 

Matrices test~ as other children: it could well be 

that the children tested are not typical of the Maori 

pOTJulaticin as a 'i'Thole, or th;J,t factOlos of cnl ture 

ccnflict militated against their success, Itvvould 

therefore be interesting to test a sample of lilaori 

children as large as the present total saElple, drm'1.tl 

from city, snaIl town. and remot r3 country areas. 

Compari sons could the.n be c1.ravm be tween Maori and 

Eu,roj}ean, city Maori anet COUll try Maori, COtUl try l~aori 

2"cnd country European, etc, 

(b) Also of interest are the many other minority 

ethnic groups to be found in NeiJv Zealand. Already 

cited is the ITevvtcn Central::3chool j Auckland, where 

the 70'?~ of non-·Europeans include Chinese, TnCi.i:;uIS, 

GEI.3~>e.k, Du tc::h j Samoa.th3 ,':.l,.n.d other Polynes ia.ns as ';iell 

as Maori. In Aucl~land there are two other similEJ,r 

~3chools, which are c1esign:'=tted I1sr:1eci81.11 and are given 

extra staff to keep classes s~all and allow more 

i.lldi '1iclucll attention, A test that might be shown 

tc be trtlly independent ci:' culture iNould 3urely be 

useful here. Further testing wi til l'::l,rgeI' s.gx[l'ple s 

would be needed. It would also be of interest if 

scores recorded hel'e COU~Q be Cl'L'llJared 'i'lith scores of 

the illli'nigrants' compatriots in their homelands. 
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This should be possible at least in the Cook Islands, 

and perCEl,pS 3ani.oa and 'l'onga, and this would provide 

yet another avenue for research. 

iv. Studies in the predictive value of 

From class testing at the beginninb of the 

Y8'lr rankings could be made, to be cOElpared wi ttl 

end~of-year l)eri'ormance in basic subj ects 1 as measured 

by standardized tests. This is a piece of research 

thqt could be added to year by year. 



The purpos2 of the present study was to 

s tc:~l1dardize for reyv Zealand ,J. C. Raven t 8 Oolou.:cecl 

Progressive Matrices Test. 

The test was a(lministerecl to a sELmple of' 

3003 primary school children between the ages of 6 

and 11 years. In order to [1ave a saTllIJle th'::l..t 

would yield norms relevant throughout Ne 1N Zealand, 

schools were chosen in f'ive different areas, from 

Aucldawi ill the Hurtt1 to Il1llsrcC:;,Tgill in the south. 

Ifhe children ',vere tested in class groups of approx

imately 30 to 40. 
From the scores obtained percentile points 

and grade norms have been worked out. By the use 

of these norms it should be possible for class 

teachers to compEJore the eductive capaci ties of their 

pupils, and to comlJe,re these capacities with the 

pupils achievements in school work. It is 

recommended that this test be used at tbe Std. 2 
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or 3 level, with children aged eight or nine years. 

Thus it is hoped that this test, used in conjunction 

wi ttl a vocabulary test, may prove of' practical use to 

class teacller2, r:lnc1 mg,:! perhaps replace certain 

unsatisfactory tests still in use. 
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APPEnDIX. 

The following tables are included here: 

TAFJL~ 10 shows the raw score distribution 

of the normative sample of 3003 New Zealancl children 

aged from 6 years to 11 years 5 months. 

'l'ABLS 11 ShOW.i3 the raw score c1istri bution 

of the 367 LIaori children included in the nOrr,1E),tive 
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'l'ABL:G 12 shows means j me cHans and standard 

deviations of scores of the same 367 Macri children. 

FIGUHI.; 4 shmvs examples of the II fuxJ.dar;len ts II 

used by Raven in constructing his tests. 

As test-retest reliability coefficients 

for the Coloured Ma trice s, and corellatiol1s betvreen 

this test and El, voc9,bulary test h8.ve not yet been 

computed, these will be published elsewhere at a later 

dateo 
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rl\1'iBl1~ 10 

;::CC)R£ DI:3T::'~IBUfION : 

NOILTJrACL'IVE SAI'.IFLI: UP 3003 NZi Z E.c~I}.A.}1D CSII.DR::i:N, 
__ ,.-..,....-___ ~_' ~._._~~~ ____ ~ __ ~. __ =.o_ 

------~----......~~~~--,~-... , ..... ~~.-.... ~ 

Age 6 6.l 7 7-~ 8 8* C) ::;t 10 10t 11 1'otals, 2 2 '" ../ 

S I 'core I 
36 1 L~ 5 8 7 '15 "9 59 
351 2 7 "17 8 ()ri 31 87 <-L.. 

34
1 

.., 
3 7 '10 14 22 13 84 .) 

33 3 4- 4 8 '13 8 24 19 27 1"10 
32 " "I 3 14 4 7 7 20 10 67 
31 "I 3 3 6 4 17 10 23 19 86 
30 3 4 7 7 7 10 ",2 19 12 81 
29 

"' 
3 4 [:) 10 11 20 ',3 25 15 "'"15 

28 1 6 8 10 13 -'9 20 18 18 "" 124 
27 1 2 7 3 19 16 1 5 ",13 ",6 20 16 138 
26 3 6 6 11 13 2"' 17 25 "14- 12 10 138 
25 2 4, 8 12 

1 "' 
21 19 17 13 5 I) "117 

24 1 6 12 9 "14- 21 8 H) 20 () 

13 "128 0 

23 2 11 13 1 -, 2° l) in 0 16 15 '-" u 8 5 135 
22 4 c 

J 

"'"' 
18 20 23 15 14 13 4 3 134 

21 4 10 15 22 19 '/7 11 1 1 ,'- 10 4 129 0 

20 3 '7 12 21 18 10 7 5 5 5 1 OLl ( -" 

19 7 1 "i 0" L£:: "10 10 12 "'6 '10 7 4 1 114 
18 11 "14 "IS 20 18 1 3 5 7 2 1 4 no 
17 13 22 15 14 12 '12 5 a 5 1 4 112 -' 
1 6 14 23 25 17 13 14· 3 7 4 1 3 124 
15 21 30 24- 17 10 16 6 4· 1 1 3 133 
14 "2 24 23 iLL 7 r:; 9 5 " 4 4- 108 , ~ 

'13! 23 13 18 19 7 2 5 5 "\ 1 3 99 .) 

12\ 16 23 ;14 1 ,-, '10 10 5 2 "I 93 £:: 

1 1 16 2~' 10 6 2 8 1 2 1 68 
10 "14 2L~ "13 5 1 3 1 1 '-0 0.::.. 

9 7 7 7 6 1 5 2 1 36 
8: "'2 10 2 1 1 1 28 
7 1 11 4 8 2 rJ 27 c-

61 9 8 1 H:\ 
71 12 t) 1 1 1 17 c:.. 

4! 5 -, 
9 I 

.) 

31 10 2 12 
ni 2 2 £::' I 

1 I '1 2 L.. 

OJ 2 1 "\ 
.) 

To tEL132 39 303 298 283 273 313 242 300 238 269 245 300J 
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'fABLE -11 

R~~','I 3C(}t(E DI3TJ:GBlJ'rlon 

T:iAOHI C ;-IILEi.lm INCLUD:;";]) IN NOHl''lA'r IV~ 3jitllI~'L.8 ~ 

Age 6 cl 7 TL 3 8.1.. 9 9j~ 10 1 O~· -11 /110 tals 02 :;: ::; ;i '" 
------~--.-----.-----.-~~-------~ .. ----.-----.----
Score 

36 1 2 2 5 
35 1 1 ') 

'-

3Jc 2 2 
33 3 1 4 
32 -I 2 -1 4 
31 1 -I 1 4 2 9 
30 1 1 3 5 
29 -1 1 2 6 2 2 1 5 
28 2 2 2 5 -11 
27 1 -I 1 1 1 1 1 2 9 
26 1 2 3 2 -I 9 
25 -I 4 2 2 1 10 
24 1 4 2 6 1 3 -17 
23 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 -I -17 
22 1 ,) 

1 5 -I 2 -:{ ") 1 1 20 '- J .J 

21 -I 2 2 5 1 2 ? 
1- 3 18 

20 1 1 2 3 1 -, 1 10 
-19 3 1 -, 2 2 2 -'3 .) 

18 1 1 3 5 1 1 1 1 1 -15 
17 1 3 4 1 1 1 4 1 -I 17 
16 2 3 5 1 2 3 2 n 20 c.. 
-15 1 ~ 4 4 2 6 1 1 24 J 

14 1 '1 2 3 1 3 2 1 1 -16 c:.. 

13 3 6 6 -, 1 1 2 1 21 
12 4 2 ') 4· 1 4 1 18 f... 

1 -I 3 1 2 -, 7 
10 2 6 4 2 1 1 16 

9 4 1 1 1 " 1 -10 c:: 
8 " 4 -I 1 8 c.. 

7 " 2 4 c.. 

6 1 2 3 
5 6 1 7 
4 
":) 1 1 -) 

r. c:: 
1 

Totg,ls 30 35 43 35 :)0 _0 40 25 29 41 24 37 367 
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Age 6 6-t 7 7~ 2-
-

l'T= 30 35 43 .35 
l:I= 10 12.48 15.58 -14.97 
~iled= 9 12 15 14 
SliD .. ==- 2.89 4010 4.62 (- en 

0.00 

:~ge 8 OJ. 9 ol (f2 "]2 . ---

)IT::::; n" .::0 40 25 29 
F-J.IJ..- 20.25 17.7 23.2 20.9 
Hed::: 20 18 23 

, 
')0 

I 
CoL 

S'lD~= 3.63 6. -1'1 6.23 5,39 
! - ~ 

I 
10 1 o-~ 1 -I , 

l'·a 
1 

.J.. b"-" 

'--'------' I 
I 

H== 4-1 24 37 
]1'[= 24.56 26.71 24,313 
IVIed:::: 25 23 26 
·3 ~ D,,:=; it- G 65 5.31 4.44 
--'-' --
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Example 1. 
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Example :3. 
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Example 2. 
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Example 4. 


